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Abstract In this paper two non-stationary forms of Chaikin’s perturbation subdivision scheme,

mentioned in Dyn et al. (2004), have been proposed with tension parameter x. Comparison among

the proposed subdivision schemes and the existing non-stationary subdivision scheme depicts that

the trigonometric form is more efficient in the reproduction of circles and ellipses and the hyperbolic

form is more suitable for the construction of many analytical curves.
� 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Subdivision schemes ascend from modeling and interrogation

of curves and surfaces, image reconstruction and decomposi-
tion, and the construction problems of compact supported
wavelet. These schemes are being developed in geometric mod-

eling with great potentiality in computer graphics, CAM/CAD
and image processing. Subdivision schemes are widely used in
garment CAD, jewelry CAD and computer graphics industry.
These schemes are also important in fractal generation by

computer particularly [2,3]. Subdivision schemes are used to
construct the required curves and surfaces from scattered data
directly through stated subdivision rules. Mask of the subdivi-

sion schemes is simply averaging rules corresponding to odd
and even subsequences of finitely supported sequence of real

numbers. In case of level dependent subdivision schemes
[4–9] mask varies from one level to another; generally, it allows
to generate larger variety of limiting curves having several use-

ful properties e.g. reproduction of conics and spirals etc. New
methods of convergence of non-stationary schemes have been
introduced in [18,19]. In [18] asymptotic similarity has been

used instead of asymptotic equivalence. In [19] spectral radius
approach has been used along with the asymptotic similarity
for convergence. Different properties of the non-stationary
subdivision schemes e.g. approximation order and reproduc-

tion properties have been analyzed in [20–23].
Some numerical schemes have been presented by P. Das

and S. Natesan to solve singularly perturbed reaction diffusion

differential equations in [15–17].
In this paper, Chaikin’s perturbation subdivision scheme [1]

has been presented in trigonometric and hyperbolic forms with

the abilities to reproduce conic-sections and many analytical
curves.
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The following basic results of the non-stationary subdivision
schemes are considered to prove the convergence/ smoothness
of the proposed non-stationary subdivision schemes.

Definition 1.1. Given a set of initial control points

P0 ¼ p0i 2 Rd
� �kþ1

i¼�1
, a binary subdivision scheme generates

new set of control pointsPn ¼ pni
� �2nkþ1

i¼�1
at level nðn P 0; k 2 ZÞ

by the subdivision rule

pnþ1
i ¼

X
j2z

ani�2jp
n
j ; i 2 Z;

where the set of coefficients aðnÞ ¼ faðnÞi ; i 2 Zg in above

equation is termed as the mask of the subdivision scheme at

nth subdivision step. The Laurent polynomial associated with

the non-stationary subdivision scheme fSang having mask

aðnÞ is

anðzÞ ¼
X
i2Z

a
ðnÞ
i zi; n P 1:

Definition 1.2 [10]. A binary subdivision scheme fSang is said

to be Cm if for every initial data p0 ¼ fp0i : i 2 Zg there exists

a limit function f 2 Cm such that for any closed interval
K ¼ ½a; b� � R,

lim
n!1

max
i2Z
T

2nK

jpni � fð2�niÞj ¼ 0:

Obviously f ¼ S1p0 – 0 for some initial data p0 and also pni are

the control points at level n.

Definition 1.3 [10]. Two binary subdivision schemes fSang and
fSbng are asymptotically equivalent if

X1
n¼1

kSan � Sbnk < 1;

where kSank1 ¼ maxfPi2ZjaðnÞ2i j;
P

i2ZjaðnÞ2iþ1jg.

Theorem 1.1 [11]. Let fSang and fSag be the two asymptotically
equivalent subdivision schemes having finite masks of the same
support. Suppose fSang is a level dependent subdivision scheme

and fSag is a stationary subdivision scheme. If fSag is Cm and

X1
n¼0

2mnkSan � Sak < 1;

then the non-stationary subdivision scheme fSang is Cm.

The organization of paper is as follows. In Section 2, Chai-
kin’s perturbation (binary four point approximating) subdivi-
sion scheme has been recalled. In Section 3, the trigonometric

and hyperbolic forms of Chaikin’s perturbation subdivision
scheme have been presented. Convergence analysis of the pro-
posed schemes has also been discussed in Section 3. The nor-
malization of the proposed schemes has been given in

Section 4 as these schemes do not observe the affine invariance
property. In Section 5, some properties of the proposed
schemes have been discussed. Graphical behavior of the pro-

posed schemes has been exhibited along with their comparison
in Section 6.

2. Chaikin’s perturbation subdivision scheme

Given a set of control points f 0 ¼ ff 0i gi2Z at level 0, Chaikin’s
perturbation subdivision scheme [1] generates a new set of con-

trol points ff ni gi2Z at the level nþ 1 by applying the following

subdivision rules:

f nþ1
2i ¼ �7xf ni�1 þ 3

4
þ 9x

� �
f ni þ 1

4
þ 3x

� �
f niþ1 � 5xf niþ2;

f nþ1
2iþ1 ¼ �5xf ni�1 þ 1

4
þ 3x

� �
f ni þ 3

4
þ 9x

� �
f niþ1 � 7xf niþ2;

(
ð1Þ

with x ¼ 0 corresponds to the Chaikin’s scheme [12]. The

scheme gives C1� continuous limit curves for x ¼ 0 and

C2� continuous limit curves for 0 < x <
ffiffi
6

p �1
80

.

3. Non-stationary schemes for uniform trigonometric and

hyperbolic spline curves

In this section, trigonometric and hyperbolic forms of Chai-
kin’s perturbation subdivision scheme [1] have been presented.

3.1. Trigonometric form

The four point non-stationary subdivision scheme is

f nþ1
2i ¼ bn

0f
n
i�1 þ bn

1f
n
i þ bn

2f
n
iþ1 þ bn

3f
n
iþ2;

f nþ1
2iþ1 ¼ bn

3f
n
i�1 þ bn

2f
n
i þ bn

1f
n
iþ1 þ bn

0f
n
iþ2;

(
ð2Þ

where

bn
0 ¼ �7x;

bn
1 ¼

sð 3a
2nþ2Þ
sð a

2n
Þ þ 9x;

bn
2 ¼

sð a
2nþ2Þ
sð a

2n
Þ þ 3x;

bn
3 ¼ �5x;

where sðtÞ ¼ sinðtÞ and cðtÞ ¼ cosðtÞ.

3.2. Hyperbolic form

The four point non-stationary subdivision scheme is

f nþ1
2i ¼ cn0f

n
i�1 þ cn1f

n
i þ cn2f

n
iþ1 þ cn3f

n
iþ2;

f nþ1
2iþ1 ¼ cn3f

n
i�1 þ cn2f

n
i þ cn1f

n
iþ1 þ cn0f

n
iþ2;

(
ð3Þ

where

cn0 ¼ �7x;

cn1 ¼
s0ð 3a

2nþ2Þ
s0ð a

2n
Þ þ 9x;

cn2 ¼
s0ð a

2nþ2Þ
s0ð a

2n
Þ þ 3x;

cn3 ¼ �5x;

where s0ðtÞ ¼ sinhðtÞ and c0ðtÞ ¼ coshðtÞ.

3.3. Continuity analysis

Asymptotic equivalence is needed to be established for conti-
nuity analysis.
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